Quarantine Color Kit
All-Over Color Instructions

A. In the Box
Root color bottle with your formula
Root developer bottle
Shades EQ gloss bottle with your formula
Gloss developer bottle

•
•
•
•
B.

•
•
•

4 clips for sectioning and organizing
Gloves
A processing cap

Prep
1.

Wear a junky t-shirt or clip a towel around your shoulders.

2.

To prevent staining your skin, use petroleum jelly (or lip balm) to create a barrier on your skin around the
hairline, being very careful not to get any on your hair as it will interfere with the dye.

3.

Divide your hair into 4 sections. Using a clip, and starting at the center of your hairline (or wherever you part),
“draw” a straight vertical line back to the nape of your neck. Separate the two halves of your hair. Then, separate
those halves from the crown (top middle of the head) to behind each ear creating 4 quarters of your hair. Twist
each section and clip them up.

4. Put on your gloves and pour the root developer into the root color bottle.
5.

Shake the color bottle vigorously.

6.

Cut the tip off the squeeze top (leaving only a small opening). Be careful to direct the bottle away from your
face as some of the contents might spit out a bit.

C. Application
Roots
1.

Unclip one of the front sections. Outline the entire section at the root with the color mixture and smudge it
into the root with your gloved finger.

2.

Slightly dampen your hair (with a spray bottle if you have one). The hair should *not* be dripping wet.

3.

Then, lift a one-inch section starting above the ear and apply color to the root of that section, smudging it in
above and below the parting.

4. Follow that pattern through each section. You will have enough product to cover all your hair but if you are
concerned about supply, be conservative at first going back over those areas at the end, particularly in the front
or where you may have a heavy concentration of grays.
Gloss
5. Pour the Shade EQ gloss color into your gloss developer bottle and swirl color to mix (do not shake).
6.

Remove the squeeze top from the root color bottle. Thoroughly clean it out and then attach it to the gloss
developer bottle.

7.

Going back to the quadrant you started with, lift a one-inch section above the ear, and apply the color to the
entire piece working the color though until well-saturated.

8.

Follow that pattern through each section. Again, you will have enough product to cover all your hair but if you
are concerned about supply, be conservative at first, going back over less-saturated areas in the front if you
have some product left over.

D. Processing
1.

Clip all your hair up together, and put on your processing cap.

2. Your roots should process for 35-45 minutes, depending on whether you have resistant grays. (The more
resistant you know your grays to be, the more time you’ll need. If you are not covering grays and just changing
the color of your root, 35 minutes will be plenty.)
3. Your gloss should process for up to 20 minutes but if your root color has been on for more than an hour, allow
your gloss to process for no more than 10 minutes.
E. Rinsing
1.

Before shampooing, rinse until the water runs clear.

2.

Shampoo twice.

3.

Condition.

F. Cleanup
1.

Use witch hazel, makeup remover, or dish soap to remove any dye that may have stained your skin.

2.

If any product has discolored your sink or shower, remove it using either bleach, rubbing alcohol, or acetone.

3.

Please reuse or recycle your plastic bottles!

